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One stream 01 study proposes that political monism and the monop 
olization of administratìve power a陀 su.fficient conditions for the mal
funct.的ning of an administrative system, and China is a case in point. This 
article o.ffers a supplem闊的ry explanation which has been overlooked by 
researchers: that problematic Chinese public administration (PA) research 
directed at theory-building and problem-solving has be間 a critical factor 
in reinforcing bu月aucratic malfunctioning. This article first reviews the 
development of Chinese PA as an academic discipli肘" then highlights the 
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most critical issues in Chin由ePA 間se甜甜 This is followed by a report 
01 the content analysis 01 articles published ;n戶 e leading Chinese PA 
journals that documents the various d，φcts and shortcomings 01 Chinese 
PA research, SU;ιgesting that the Chinese PA community lacks the capacity 
的 use sophisticated methodology 10 de阿lop indigenous theories 10 ac
co削tfor and inform PA practic由 As a result ofthis insufficient capaci秒，
it has 1101 been possible 10 modify imported innovations and practices 50 as 
to produce 也irable r.祕rm eff配ts， and this has reinforced the malfunc
tioning ofthe bureaucracy. 

KEYWORDS: applied researchj basic r的earch; bureaucracy; public admin
istrationj theory自building.

* *半

China has deve10ped rapid1y since Deng Xiaoping (鄧小平) in

troduced major reforms in 1978. In 2007, its gross domestic 

product (GDP) reached US$36,695.59 b i11 ion,' its foreign ex 

change reserves amounted to US$15 ,282.49 bi11ion,2 and its annua1 govem

ment revenue tota1ed US$7 ,809.41 b i11ion,3 wh i1e between 1978 and 2007, 

the number of peop1e living be10w the poverty line decreased from 250 

m i11ion to 14.79 m i11ion4 However, these and other impressive achieve

ments, such as comp1eting a spacewa1k and hosting the 01ympics in 2008, 
and honoring the Wor1d Trade Organization (WTO) trea旬， are tainted by 

such prob1ems as corruption, human rights abuses, and ongoing socia1 

unrest 

Current research shows that the ma1functioning of the state bureauc

racy has been a prime cause of some major economic, po1itica1, and socia1 

prob1ems in China. For examp1e, a recent report indicates that such 10ca1 

lNational Bureau of Statistics (NBS) of China, http://www.219.235.129.54/cxJtable/table 
sc.jsp? bh~0000000000007821&dzm~000000000 (accessed May 3, 2008) 

2State Administration of Foreign Exchange of China, http://www.safe.gov.c泊/model safel 
旬sj/tjsLdetail.jsp? ID=1104000叩000000000， 18&id~5 (accessed May 3, 2008) 

3NBS ofChina, http:l，仰ww.219.235.129.54/ cxltable/table _ sc.j sp? bh=OOQOOOOOOOQ0791 0& 
dzm=OOOOOOOOO (accessed May 3, 2008) 

4Hao Yalin and Dong Juo, "Zhongguo nongcunjuedui pinkun renkou yijianzhi 1,500 wan 
yixia" (China's rural absolute poor population has been reduced to less than 15 million), 
Xinhuanet.com, July 8, 2008 , http://wwv訊 news.xinhuanet.com/newscenter/2008-07 /0 81 
content_8510642.htm (acc臼 sed July 12, 2008) 
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governance reforms as "oft1oading local government enterprises onto pri

vate or 'corporate' entitiesn and the nrationalization of local bureaucracy 

through downsizing and mergers，吋 have only served to create incentives 

for local officials to engage in rent-seeking and utility-maximizing be

haviors. Other reports have documented similar problems: co訂uption has 

become endemic due to the unchecked power vested in the bureaucracy, 
and rent-seeking is observable in every public entity, including schools, 
hospitals, and social security offices.' 

Corruption and rent-seeking are also present in Russia,7 which, just 

like China，的 a Marxist-Leninist state in reform. One may be tempted to 

conclude that political monism and the monopolization of adminis甘at1Ve

power are sufficient conditions for the malfunctioning of a state adminis

trative system8 This article, nonetheless, offers a supplementary explana

tion which has been overlooked by researchers: the failure of Chinese 

public administration (PA) research to successfully address theory-building 

and problem-solving. This has been critical in reinforcing the malfunc

tioning ofthe bureaucracy. 
This article first reviews the development of Chinese PA as an 

academic discipline, and then highlights the most critical issues of Chinese 

PA research. This is followed by an analysis of the content of articles 

publishe廿 in five leading Chinese PA journals that documents the various 

defects and shortcomings of Chinese PA research. The analysis suggests 

that the Chinese PA community lacks the capaci大Y to use sophisticated 

5Janice L. Caulfield,“Local Government Refonn in Chîna: A Rational Actor Perspective," 
International Review 01 Administrative Scienc臼 72， no. 2 (June 20日 6): 254 

6See, for example, King W. Chow and Laura Q. Luo, "Contending Approaches and Models 
for Rationalizing Chinese Public Organizations: The Case of Westem China," Public Or~ 
gαnization Review 7, no. 1 仰在arch2007) 的~91; and Stephen K. Ma, Administrative R吃白m
in p，凹t-Mao China (Lanham, Md.: University Press of Ameri間， 1996)

7Debra W. Stewart, Norman A. Sprinthall, and Jackie D. Kem , "Moral Reasoning in the 
Context of Reform: A Study of Russian Officials," Public Administration Review 62, no 
3 (May/June 20 日 2): 282-97 

8See, for examp1e, Fox Butterfield, China Alive in a Bitter S.βσ (New York: Times Book, 
1982); and Hon S. Chan and King W. Chow, "Public Management and policy in Westcm 
China: Metapolicy, Tacit Knowledge, and Implic的 ions，" American Review ofPublic Adm帥
的tr.叫ion 37, no. 4 (December 2007): 479~98 
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methodology to develop indigenous theories to account for and inform PA 

practices. As a result of this insu旺icient capacity, it has not been possible 

to modify imported innovations and practices to produce desirable reform 

effe呦， and this has caused bureaucratic malfunctioning. 

The Development.of Public Administration as 

an Academic Discipline in China 

There are various types of public administration systems9 In the case 

ofChina, a Marxi刮目Leninist state caught in a development stream,1O the ad

ministrative system plays a more critical role in state s仕ategic development 

and govemance than it does in the Westem constitutional democracies or 

in the military regimes of some developing countries. As such, the value 

and significance ofPA theories in the development ofChina in general and 

i包 administrative practices in particular are obvious. The development of 

PA as an academic discipline in China, however, has been problematic. 

Before the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) came to power, Ameri

can influence was pervasive in Chinese academic 1i色， and American PA 

inevitably became alegitimate field of study. American-trained Chinese 

scholars offered courses such as Introductory Public Administration and 

Organization Theory in major Chinese universities. These courses，時

flecting American theories conceming the nature ofPA current" at the tirr間，

were politics-oriented and focused primarily on the society-bureaucracy 

interface 

After 1949, major universities continued to offer PA courses. In 

1952, however, Mao Zedong (毛澤采) and his followers instructed univer

sities to eliminate PA courses from the curriculum, deeming that adminis

trative theories based on capitalist values were irrelevant to the pursuit of 

socialism. PA as a field of study was nonexistent between 1952 and 1981 , 

沒laus K加唔， "00 the Typology of Public Administratio丸" lnternational Review 01 Ad~ 
ministrative Sciences 69, no. 4 (December 2003): 449-62 

IOChan and Chow, "Publîc Management and Policy," 479-98 
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and scholars shifted their teaching and research focus from public ad

mlmstration 血eories to other areas, such as political economy, Marxism

Leninism, and history. 

Since the late 1970s, the shift of policy focus from class struggle to 

economic development has highlighted the severity of bureaucratic prob

lems. During an enlarged work meeting of the CCP Politburo convened 

on August 18, 1980, Deng Xiaoping savagely criticized the performance 

ofthe state bureaucracy, identifying such problems as authoritarianism, 
routinism , elitism, corruption, the shirking of responsibilities, deceit, 

laziness, talentlessness, formalism , red tape, nepotism, and the seeking 

ofspecial privileges. To Deng,the bureaucracy presented a m吋or obstacle 

in the development of China, and the country could not be modernize社

unless bureaucratic problems were overcome. ll 

As reformers began to look for remedies, PA scholars were eager to 

salvage 也eir discipline. Xia Shuzhang (夏書章)， who received his MPA 

degree from Ha叮叮d University in 也e 1940s, took the lead in an 叮ticle in 

the January 29, 1982, edition ofRemin ribao (人氏日報， People's Daily, the 

official newspaper ofthe CCP) in which he called for a system刮目 stu社yof

PA. In December 1983 and.January 1984, Xia 0血ered a two-month PA 

training program in Shanghai.for university teachers interested in the sub

ject, a!tended by close to fortyscholars. Subsequent developments indi

cated the significance and success ofXia's program: its participan臼 openly

advocated the establishment ofPA as an academic discipline, various cadre 

training colleges and major universities began to offer PA courses Or PA as 

a major, and many provinces established PA associations. 12 

Chinese scholars are generally pleased with the rapid development of 

PA in the past two decades. 13 However, their effo此:s were directed only at 

IIKing耽 Chow， "Public Administration as an Academic Discipline in Chin丸" inHandbook 
0/ Comparative and Development Adj帥，甜甜on， 吋。 Ali Farazmand (New York: Marcel 
Dekkl缸.， 1991), 409-20 

12For details, see, for example, Cheng F. Zhang, "Public Administration in China," in Public 
Adm帥的。σtion in Chi間， ed. Miriam K. Mi1ls and Stuart S. Nagel (Wes中。丘， Conn.: Green
wood, 1993), 3-20 

13Ibid. 
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the promotion ofthe discipline in China. Scholars focused on (1) the intro

duction ofPA "theories" imported 仕om Western democracie此間的cularly

the United States; (2) the prescription of institutional and administrative 

arrangements from the CCP perspective; and (3) the description of 0ι 

ficially prescribed practices of management in state organs. 14 

The Critical Issues in Chinese Public Administration Research 

Since the late 1990s, some Chinese scholars have begun to pay atten

tion to various critical issues in PA. For example, Bo Guili (薄賞中'1) iden

tified ten m句or problems in the development of PA as a field of study in 

China, including lack of concern for theory-building and the application 

of descriptive analysis; 15 Zhang Mengzhong (張夢中) and Marc Holzer 

reviewed the causes ofthe failure to develop research methodology in the 

field ofPA in China, underscoring scholars' lack oftraining in the use of 

sophisticated methods; 16 Yuan Dayi (袁達毅) identified six pitfalls in Chi 

nese PA research, among them a bias toward qualitative, macro-Ievel 

analysis and a lack of interest in trying to understand the real world of 

administrative practice." The most recent critique was presented by Ma 

Jun (馬駿) who pinpointed four m吋or problems with research that need 個

be remedied: a primary focus on the importation of non-Chinese theories , 

a lack of methodological rigor, the absence of a realistic understanding 

among researchers of how the real world of PA works, and insufficiently 

relevant research findings which as a consequence cannot be used to inforrn 

practice. 18 

14See note 11 at珀，ve
的Bo Guili, "Chinese Public Administration: Problems, Challenges, and Solutions," Zhong

guo xingzheng guanli (Chinese Public Administration) (Beijing), 1998, 00. 12:4-7 
1“'Zh叩gMe閒ngzh卸1叩o叩n且 and Marc Ho叫lzer，丸，

ology: Pre:fi晶ace 00 Spec臼la叫1 Column," Zhonggu蚓ox，間ngzhengguαnl占i， 2001 , no. 8:40且-41
!7Yuan Da叭， "The Crisis and the Way out of Chinese Public Administration," Jian，耳n

xingzheng xueyuan xuebao (Joumal of the Jiangxi Institute of Administrative Scicnce) 
(Nanchang)，別扭， 00.2:17-19

18Ma Jun, "Reflections on Chinese Public Administration Research: The Courage ofFacing 
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These scholars' critiqu間， however, were based on their personal ob

servations and/or their reviews of the literature. Empirical verification was 

absent. The work of Dong Jianxin (萱建新)， Bai Rui (白銳)， and Liang 

Maochun (梁茂春)，19 and that of He Yanling (何豔玲戶 represented at

temp旭 to fill the gap. Dong, Bai, and Liang reviewed the content of articles 

published between J anuary 2000 and June 2004 in five academic joumals 

Chinese Public Administration (CPA) (Zhongguo xingzheng guan缸，中國

行政管理)， Fudan Uni>肌S砂 Journal (Fudan d.αxue xuebα0， 復旦大學學

報)， Peking University Journal (Beijing daxue xueb帥，北京大學學報)，

Wuhan Univers妙 Journal (Wuhan d，叫ue xueb帥，武 J溪革大學學報)， and 

Zh仰on愕'gs幼ha帥n宮 Un叫ilν悶P嚐e帥r丹δ's吵Jour間n叩αal(σZh加on咚'gshα仰nd，α肛xu肘4甜ex朋ue扮bα即0， 中山大學學報).

Their objective was to examine progress in the application ofmethodology 

in recent years. A total of855 PA articles were analyzed. They found that 

479 of the articles (56 , 02 percent) focused on concept clarification, 335 

articles (39 .2 percent) on problem delineation, and 41 articles (4.78 per

cent) dealt with research problems, out of which only 5 articles (0.58 per

cent) used quantitative methods and 35 (4.2 percent) employed qualitative 

ones. According to their reasoning, given 出at PA is a basic science and PA 

as a field of study has a rather short history in China, it is understandable 

that most scholarly at!ention has been focused on the clarification of con

cepts and the delineation of problems. 

In comparison, He Yanling analyzed PA articles published (1) in 

1995品的 in CPA , CASS Journal ofPolitical Science (Zhengzh叫ey呵IU，

政治學研究)， the Chinese Journal of Management Science (Zhongguo 

guanlik缸ue， 中國管理科學)， and the Journal of Mw的rgement Scienc凹的

China (Guanli kexl扭扭悶的0， 管理科學學報); (2) in 2004司的 in theJournαl 

Problems," Zhongshan daχyexuebαo (Zhongshan University Journal) (Guangzhou), 2日口 6，
no.5:73-76 

19Dong Jianxin, Bai Rui, and Liang Maochun , "Analysis of由e Methodology in Chinese 
Public Administration: 2000-2004," Shanghai xingzheng xueyuan xuebao (Journal of 
the Shanghai Administrative Institllte) (Shanghai), 2日 05， no. 2:50-55 

20He Yanling, "Problems and Methods: Assessment of Chinese Public Administration Re
search (1 995-2005),“ Zhengzhixue yanjiu (CASS JOllmal of PoIîtical Scîence) (Beijing) , 
2007, no. 1:93-104 
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。if Public Management (Gonggong guanli xuebao ， 公共管理學報) and 

Public Management Review (Gonggong guanli pinglun， 公共管理評論);

and (3) in 1995-2005 in the Public Administration Section of the Renmin 

Univers何Archive (hereafter Renda Fuyin， 人大放印)， which in theory 

se1ects jouma1 artic1es for compi1ation and storage based on their signifi

cance and va1ue, A tota1 0口，729 帥cles were ana1yzed, including 1,608 

artic1es from CPA (58 , 9 percent) and 765 articles from Renda Fuyin (28 

percent) , He Yan1ing adopted a broader scope than the previous scho1ars, 

using ten indicators for her examination of the issues and. prob1ems of 

Chinese PA articles , The key indicators included themes and types of 

research, epistemic requirements in the neopositivist tradition, and data 

collection and ana1ysis methods , 

He's principa1 findings inc1uded the following.(1) 68 .3 percent ofthe 

2,729 articles were written by academics; (2) 28.5 percent of the 叫cles

were about administrative reform, and 13.2 percent were on themes of ad

ministrative phi10sophy; (3) 2,579 articles (94.5 percent) adopted a norma

tive approach to discussing issues and prescribing solutions, while 2,638 

articles (96 ,7 percent) used non-empirica1 methods; and (4) 2.6 percent 

(72) ofthe articles dea1t with concept clarification 祖d 93 .4 percent (2,550) 

with prob1em delineation, 1eaving 3.9 percent (1 07) on causa1 ana1ysis , 21 

These findings are generally in line with those present祕 by Dong, Bai, and 

Liang, but it shou1d be noted that they classified 56.02 percent of their 

articles as focusing on concept clarification and on1y 39.2 percent on 

prob1em delineation-this incongruence between the two sets offindings 

indicates that there may be a serious prob1em of inter-assessor judgment 

differences.22 

These two empirica1 studies fumish a basis for suggesting that PA as 

an academic discip1ine in China has yet to come of age, despite the efforts 

expended over 也e past three decades. 

21Ibid 
22These two reports did not supply information conceming inter-assessor judgment di叮叮

ences, nor did they clearly indicate who had perfonned the content analysis ofthe artic1es 
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Nonetheless, in-depth analysis of the methodologies used by Dong, 
Bai, and Liang and by He Yanling indicates 由at they are problematic. 

First, the researchers used a neopositivist approach in analyzing the artic1es 

to assess their quali旬" overlooking other available approaches2J and the fact 

that research geared toward problem-solving might be guided by a different 

set of expectations.24 In other words, if we r司ect the presumption, sug

gested by Dong, Bai, and Liang and accepted by He, that PA is a basic 

science, we might have to take a fresh look at Chinese PA research. Recent 

research" has argued that PA is an applied science, with problem-solving 

as 血 primary mission. This corresponds to Shangraw and CroW'S26 thesis 

that, based on Herbert Simon's27 understanding ofhuman efforts to create, 
PA could be considered a design science that prescribes PA systems, insti四
tutions, and processes. The adoption of a prescriptive approach in Chinese 

PA research, as criticized by the aforementioned Chinese scholars, is in fact 

desirable 企om the design science perspective. In short, there is a need to 

reassess the quality of Chinese PA research based on three presumptions: 

that it is a basic science, an applied science, or both. 

Secondly, the research designs employed by Dong, Bai, and Liang 

and by He were defective. For example, Dong, Bai, and Liang misleading

ly suggested that empirical analysis is the antithesis of atheoretical study. 

Their inc1usion in their content analysis of artic1es 企om UmVerSl世y jonrnals 

created a biased sample as university joumals primarily publish work 

produced by their respective faculty members, which is therefore not rep

resentative of scholarship in genera1. Then, He mistakenly selected Renda 

Fuyin articles for analysis-knowledgeable scholars would be prompt to 

23JayD. Whi脂， "On the Growth of Knowled直e in Public Administration Review," Public 
Administration Review 46, no. 1 (January/February 1986): 15-24 

24John Furlong and Alis Oancea, "Ass自sing Quality in Applied and Practice-Based Educa
tional Research: A Framework for Discussion," Working Paper (London: Department of 
Educatiooal Studies, Oxford Universi旬.2005)

25King W. Chow, "00 the Distinctive Competence in Public Administratioo as a Field of 
Study," Qiusuo (Explore), 2005 , no. 6:87-88 

26Ralph F. Shangraw, Jr. and Michael M. Crow, "Public Administration as a Design Science," 
Public Administration Review 49, nO. 2 (March/ApriI1989): 153-58. 

27Herbert A. Sim凹， Sciences of the Artt丹cia/ (C缸nbridge， Mass.: MlT Press, 1969) 
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point out that Renda Fuyin does not select articles on the basis of merit as 
its selectors lack the expertise in indivi吐ual fields necessary to make such 

a selection. To 間cti命 these eπ0凹， it would be necessary to exclude articles 

published in Renda Fuyin and other university journals 
ln sum, these studies highlight various criticalissues in Chinese PA 

research, but they are either impressionistic or lack methodological rigor. 

Content Analysis of Leading Chinese PA Journals 

The review above suggests that it is necessary to reassess the quality 
of Chinese PA research based on the presumption that it can be a basic 

science, an applied science, or both. Such reassessment is the object ofthe 
study we report below. The purpose is to find out whether or not basic and 

applied research in PA in China is up to standard. Being sub-standard in 
either category has different implications an吐 the remedies are inevitably 

副部erent. Furthermore, the related goals are: (I) to analyze journal articles 
in order to map out the profile of theory-building and knowledge ad

vancement in PA in China, (2) to identi fY some patterns of knowledge 

advancement from a comparative perspective, and (3) to underscore the 
current deficiencies and issues in basic and applied research and show how 

remedying them can benefit the development of China 

Sample Selection 

ln view ofthe issues and problems in the studies conducted by Dong, 
B況， and Liang and by He, this study eliminates from the sample articles 

published in Renda Fuyin and universi大y journals, and focuses on articles 

published in five leading PA journals: Chinese Public Administration 

(CPA) , CASS JournaI ofPolitical Science (P.旬， Management World (MW) 
(Guanli shijie， 管理世界)， the Journal ofthe Beijing Administrative Insti 

tu甜 (JBA乃 (Beijing xingzheng xuey'的nxuebao， 北京行政學院學報)， and 
the Journal of the China National School of Administration (JCNSA) 

(Guojia xingzheng xueyuan xuebao， 國家行政學院學報)， all of which are 

Chinese Social Sciences Citation lndexed (CSSCl). The rationale is that 
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these five joumals are considered by the Chinese PA community as major 

forums for scholars and practitione凹， thus making them more rep阻senta

tive as outlets for research of a theoretical and/or practical significance. 1n 

order to devote more time to quality content analysis and to pondering its 

implications, the researchers looked at articles published in the period 

2002-06. 

Codebook Development 

Based on previous research,28 a codebook for content analysis was 

tailored-made for the context of Chinese PA (see Appendix 1). The code

book consists of three sections: Section A on common data, Section B on 

indicators of basic research, and Section C on indicators of applied re

search, a total of 53 items. To ensure the validity of the indicators and 

the reliability of the assessment, the researchers arranged for six graduate 

students majoring in PA to conduct a pilot s個dy， involving the analysis of 

around 1,800 articles from CPA using the draft version of the codebook. 

Careful analysis of their findings revealed various validity and reliability 

problems. 1nter-assessor reliability was very low-in the neighborhood of 

28Guy B. Adams and Jay D. White, "Dissertation Research io Public Administration and 
Cognate Fields: An Assessment ofMethods and Quality," PublicAdministration Review 
54, no. 6 (November/December 1994): 565-76. See also notes 23 and 24 above; Robert 
E.Clea可， "Revisiting the Doctoral Dissertation in Public Administration: An Examination 
ofthe Dissertations of 1990," Public Administration Review 52 , 00. 1 (January/February 
19日 2): 55-61; James W. Douglas, "Faculty, Graduate Student, and Graduate Productivity 
in Public Administration and Public Affairs Programs," ibid. 56, no. 5 (SeptemberlOctober 
1996): 433-41; Zhiyong Lan and Kathleen K. Anders, "A Paradigmatic View ofContem 
porary Public Administration Research: An Empirical Test," Ad，的闊的lralion and Society 
32, no. 2 (May 2000): 138-65; Howard E. McCurdy and Robert E. Clea可" "Why Can't 
We Resolve the Research Issue in Public Administratìon?" Public Administration Review 
44, no. 1 (Janua可IFebrua可 1984): 49占5; James L. Pe口γandK叩neth L. Kraemer, "Re 
search Methodology in the Public Administration Review, 1975-1984," ibid. 46, no. 3 
(May/June 1986): 215-26; Larry D. Terry, "Reflections and Assessment: Public Admin
istration Review, 2000 侃I! ibid 衍， no. 6 (NovemberlDecember 2005): 643 帖; Jay D 
White, "Dissertations in Public Administration," ibid. 46, no. 3 (May/June 1986): 227-34; 
Jay D. White , Guy B. Adams, and John P. Forreste丸 "Knowledge and Theory Develop 
ment in Public Administration: The Role ofDoctoral Education and Research," ibid. 56, 
no. 5 (September/October 1996): 441-52; and Bradley E. Wrig恤， Lepora J. Manigau1t, 
and Tamika R. Black , "Quantitative Research Measurement in Public Administration: An 
Assessment of Journal Publications," Administration and Society 35 , nO. 6 (January 2004) 
747-64 
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。 16. The researchers then revised the codebook on the basis of the pilot 

study, rewording the valid indicators with precision and deleting the iterns 

that invited subjective assessrnent. The application of the revised code

book in the analysis then becarne straightforward, and inter-assessor relia

bility was established at .80 

The revised codebook also contains three sections (see Appendix 1). 

The key features are as follows: Section A serves to collect descriptive data 

about the articles, focusing on authorship, affiliations，如nding， thernes, 
scope of analysis, and types of research, totaling 37 iterns. While rnost 

iterns are self-explanatory, the iterns "thernes of the articles" and "types of 

research" require explanation. Regarding the forrner, which is repeated 

three tirnes in the codebook (see iterns A 32-34), the classification is sup

posed to yield a basis for comparison with Perry and Kraemer's" and 

Terry's30 classifications and findings. Regarding the itern "types of re

search," instead of using only the basic and applied research distinction 

(i.e. , theoretical analysis and problern-solving-oriented studies), three 

additional categories are included: (1) theoretical analysis and problern

solving-oriented studies in combination, which is adopted based on the 

insights ofCheney, Wilhelrnsson, and Zorn;31 (2) exemplary cases, which 

are reports about the adrninistrative practices in government agencies; 

and (3) research on the history of administration or the reporting of 

Western theories or experiences. This rnakes five categories in all 

Section B contains indicators of basic research: research method

ology employed, methods of empirical analysis used, sources of data, re

search approaches ernployed, and qualitative and quantitative methods 

used. lt should be noted that the typical trio of analysis一一theoretical， inter

pretive, and critical32-was not used in the codebook as a classification 

29perry and Kraeme丸 "Research Methodology in thePublicAdministration Review," 235-39 

30Ter可" "Reflections and Assessment," 643-45 
31 George Cheney, Morgan Wîlhelmsson, and Theodore E. Zom, Jr., "10 Strategies for 

Engaged Scholarshi恥"Manαrgement Communication Quarterly 16， 助。 1 (August 2002): 
92-100 

32See note 27 above 
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scheme. The sole reason was that the preliminary analysis had suggested 

that too few articles could be considered critique-oriented, while almost 

all the articles could be classified as interpretive, and there were too few 

articles that examined or confirmed causal relationships. It would therefore 

be meaningless to use that classification scheme. Another point deserving 

attention concems the 時search methodology and specific methods of em

pirical analysis employed (see B 1 & B2 in Appendix 1) and the qualitative 

and quantitative methods used (see B5 & B6). Regarding the former, the 

indicators were ex甘acted from the joumal article content analysis by Perry 

and Kraemer,33 so that there would be a basis for comparison. For the latter, 
the speci日c qualitative and quantitative methods listed were extracted from 

Adams and White's codebook,34 the intention being to compare the current 

research in China with the population of dissertations reviewed by Adams 

and White in order to shed light on 由e methodological rigor of Chinese 

scholars, most of whom are not doctoral degree holders. 
Section C contains items that reflect expectations in applied science 

Originally the selection of the items was based on the researchers' review 

of the peer review guidelines of various applied studies joumals in the 

fields of engineering and education. Indicators were also selected from 

Furlong and Oancea'♂ applied and performance-based research quality as 

sessment framework. A total of30 indicators were chosen. As mentioned 

above, the researchers had arranged for six PA graduate students to partici

pate in the pilot study, analyzing around 1,800 articles from CPA. The 

inter-assessor reliability was very low, as many of the items in Section C 

were vague or were open to subjective interpretation. Twenty defective 

items were cut, leaving nine items conceming the research approaches 

employed and the article's relevance to the advancement of theoretical 

knowledge, as well as practicali旬" specificity, operationalization, broader 

application, and praditioner reflection. 

33perry and Kraeme丸 "Research Methodology in thePublic Adminìstration Review," 235-39 

34Adams and Whi峙， "Dissertation Research in Public Administration," 565-78 
35日ee note 24 above 
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Principal Descriptive Findings 

The population of articles analyzed comprises 2,210 papers published 

in CPA (1, 123 articles; 50.8 percent), PS (145 articles; 6.6 perce叫， MW

(1 47 articles; 6.7 percent), JBAI (300 articles; 13.6 percent), and JCNSA 

(495 articles; 22.4 percent). The analysis indicates that 1,440 articles (65.2 

percent) 別忘 related to basic research; 452 articles (20.5 percent) are applied 

research; 145 (6.6 percent) combine basic and applied research; 56 (2.5 

percent) are exemplary cases; and 117 (5 .3 percent) are related to history or 

Westem theories or experiences 

These 2,210 articles comprise those prepared by seven organizations 

(0.3 percent) and 50 research teams (2 .3 percent), with the remainder being 

the work ofindividuals (97.4 percent). Ofthe 2,153 articles prepared by 

individuals, 1,553 (72.1 percent) are sole-authored, 506 (23.5 percent) are 

written by two authors , 73 (3 .4 percent) by three, 17 (0.8 percent) by four, 

2 (0.1 percent) by five, and 2 (0.1 percent) by six. The mean is 1.30 authors 

per article. The mean is low compared wi曲， for example, that of Strategic 

Management Journal (2.19), the fifth-ranked management joumal in the 

world,36 revealing that Chinese PA scholars are less likely to team up to 

achieve synergy 

When the high percentage of sole-authorship is related to funding 

sources, which are acknowledged in only 261 articles (12.1 percent), 

one may hypothesize that individuals are less likely to succeed in getting 

research funding even though they have the competence to publish in 

premier journals 

Ofthe 2,210 articles published in 2002-2006 in the five journals, only 

272 articles (12.3 percent) acknowledge funding. When analyzing these 

funded reports, special attention was paid to their quality in comparison 

with other articles. Our general impression, based on findings reported 

below, is that funded 間search tends to produce more quality reports. This 

may have to do with the availability of resources to enhance the quality of 

36Stcvcn E. Phelan, Manuel Ferreira, and Rommel Salvador, "The First Twenty Years of 
the Strategic Management Journal," Strategic Management Journal 泊， 00.12 (December 
2002): 1161-68 
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researchers' work or with the initial screening effect of funding that helps 

researchers commence their work at a higher quality level. 

Of the 1.770 articles (80 percent) that show author affiliation and job 

status, 51 percent of the authors are shown as affiliated to universities and 

colleges. These figures se凹e to substantiate a proposition that academics 

are the main contributors to the advancement ofprofessional knowledge in 

the field , be it in China37 or in the United S阻tes.38

When the themes of the Chinese PA articles are compared with those 

ofthe articles published in 1975-84 inPublicAdministration Review (PAR) 

analyzed by Perry and Kraemer39 (see table 1), it is noted 由at many themes 

receive similar attention from Chinese and American researchers in terms 

of the percentage of coverage. A few, however, di位er substantially. For 

example, the themes of administrative theory and public management 

receive 21 .2 percent and 38.0 percent coverage, respectively, in our sample, 
as compared with 11.8 percent and 12.5 percent, respectively, in PA且一this

may have to do with the fact that China has been going through a process 

of administrative reform since the late 1990s, and thus more articles in 

Chinese PA journals are devoted to administrative management reform 

Then, whereas the themes of public policy, planning, and finance receive 

17.8 percent, 12.5 percent, and 10.5 percent coverage, respectively, in the 

PAR sample, they receive only 6.5 percent, 1.4 percent, and 1.5 percent 

coverage in the Chinese sample. This may be caused by the tradition of 

specialization in China, modeled on that ofthe Soviet Union in the 1950s: 

that is, many substantive policy studies are often reported in speci日c policy 

joumals, while articles on public budgeting and finance are published in 

economic and finance joumals 

When the themes ofthe articles are compared with Terry's40 editorial 

report on the distribution of PAR articles according to different themes 

37 See note 20 above 
38Lan and Ande凹， "A Paradigrnatic View of Conternporary Public Administration Re 

search," 138-65 
39Perry and Kraerner, "Research Methodology in the Public Administration Review," 235-39 

4ÜJ'erry,“Reflections and Assessrnent," 643-45 

戶"-.，，.-.
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Table 1 
Themes of the Articles in Comparison with PAR Articles in 1975-84 

1975-84 且4R articl由*
2002 個 CPA， JBAI, JCNSA , 

MW. and PS articles 

Theme Frequency Percenta且e Frequency Percentage 

Administrative Theory 34 11.8 468 21.2 

Publîc Management 36 12.5 839 38.0 
Citizen Participation 15 5.2 62 2.8 

Public Policy 51 17.8 143 6.5 

Planning 36 12.5 31 1.4 

Accountability 14 4.9 29 1.3 

Personnel 32 Il.l 152 6.9 

Finance 30 10.5 34 1.5 

Intergovemmental Relations 15 5.2 25 l.l 

Urban and Regional Govemment 4 1.4 96 4.3 

State/Provincial Govemment 2 。 7 6 。 3
FederallCentral Govemment 4 1.4 5 0.2 

Other 14 4.9 320 14.5 

Total 287 100.0 2,210 100.0 

KEY! PAR: Public Administration Review; CPA: Chinese Public Administration (Zhon，ιguo 

xingzheng guanli); JBAl.Journa/ ofthe Beijing Administrative InstÏfute (Beijing xingzheng 
xueyuan xuebao); JCNSA: Journal ofthe China Nati01叩1 School 01 Adm間的fration (Guojia 
xingzheng xueyuan xuebao); MW: Management World (Guanli shijie); and PS: CASS Jour
nal ofPolitical Science (Zhengzhix帥 yanjiu)

*The PAR data are adopted from James L. Perry and Kenneth L. Kraemer, "Research 
Methodology in the Public Administration Review, 1975-19日4，" Public Administration 
Review 桶， no. 3 (May/June 1986): 215-26 

Note: Pe時間tages may not add up exact1y to 100% due to rounding 

(see table 2), it is obvious that many themes receive similar attention in the 

PAR artic\es and from the Chinese PA authors, as indicated by the coverage 

percentages. Nevertheless, there are di叮:erenc間， 刮目t， the themes of 

citizenlpublic participation and representative bureaucracy!race/gender 

are revealing: PAR records 4.6 percent and 3.4 percent, respectively, 
while Chinese PAjournals record 2.1 percent and 0.5 percent, respectively. 

These differences may suggest that Chinese researchers are less concerned 
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Table 2 

Themes ofthe Articles in Comparison with PAR Articles in 2000-05 

1975-84 PAR a此iclei;*
2002-Q6 C.間， JBAl， JCNSA，

MW, and PS articles 

Theme Frequency Percentage Frequency Percentage 

Public ManagementIManage咒nent 27 7.7 369 16.7 
Comparative/Intemational 24 6.9 68 3.1 
PAR/Special Reports 2日 5.7 87 3.9 
GovemancelDemocracy/Legal 17 4.9 297 13 .4 
Performance Management 17 4.9 79 3.6 
Ref1ective Practitioner 17 4.9 43 1.9 
Citizen!Public Participation 16 4.6 47 2.1 
Public Policy 16 4.6 97 4.4 
Budgeting 14 4.0 18 。 8
Human Resource Management 13 3.7 125 5.7 
Privatization 12 3.4 23 1.0 
Representative Bureaucracy/Race/Gender 12 3.4 10 。 5
Accountability II 3.1 25 l.l 
Local Govemment II 3.1 76 3.4 
Big Questions 10 2.9 28 1.3 
Bureau叮.cy 10 2.9 27 1.2 
Reinventing Govemment 10 2.9 43 1.9 
PA Theory 9 2.6 230 10.4 

Research Methodology 9 2.6 13 0.6 
Environmental policy 8 2.3 20 。 9
Federal Govemment E 2.3 2 0.1 
Nonprofit Management s 2.3 65 2.9 
TechnologylE~Govemment 8 2.3 64 2.9 
Homeland Securityn'errorism 7 0.2 29 1.3 
Organizational 甘詣。可 7 。 2 14 。 6
Public Service 6 1.7 73 3.3 
E甘llCS 5 1.4 72 3.3 

PA as an Academic Fie1d 5 1.4 32 1.4 
Public and Pri、'ate Sectors 5 1.4 22 1.0 
Leadership 4 l.l 32 1.4 
Other 4 l.l 80 3.6 

Total 350 100.0 2,210 100.0 

車The PAR data are adopted from Larry D. Te叮y， "Reflections and Assessment: Public 
Administration Review, 2000-05," Public Administration Review 65, no. 6 (November/ 
December 2005): 643-45. 

Note: Percentages may not add up exactly to 100% due to rounding 

M.司扭的ι 弓，】""
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with the basic values of citizenship and equality in contemporary PA. 

Furthermore, Chinese researchers are more interested in public manage

ment/management (1 6.7 percent), PA theory (1 0.4 percent), and human 

resource management (5.7 percent), and less attentive to, for example, 
research methodology (0.6 percent), compared to their American counter

parts (7.7 percent, 3.7 percent, and 2.6 percent, respectively) 

Regarding the other descriptive findings, where the scope of analysis 

is concemed, 1,625 articles (73 .5 percent) focus on PA in mainland China, 
144 (6.5 percent) on other countries and the two special administrative 

regions (SARs) of China (Hong Kong and Macau), 84 (3.8 percent) on 

cross-country analysis, and 357 (16.2 percent) have no specific country 

focus-the content analysis shows that these 357 articles discuss , for 

example, administrative ethics without giving context-specifics. Among 

the 228 articles that examine developments, issues, and implications in 

other countries, the CQun甘ies most focused on are the United States (2 1. 1 

percent), the European countries (1 4 percent), and Japan (7.5 percent) 

The content analysis indicates that almost half of the articles are 

theory-related-not because Chinese PA authors focus on causality or 

theory-testing in their studies, but because they tend to include at least 

one or two theories to guide their discussion. These articles are at best 

pre-theoretical works (see below for details). With 452 articles (20.5 per

cent) being oriented toward problem-solving, it appears that Chinese PA 

researchers tend to concentrate on applied research. When those that com

bine basic and app1ied 間search are taken into consideration, the actual 

figure is 597 articles (27.0 percent). The content analysis indicates that 

the combined articles do not come up to the Western standard that Adam, 

Carrier, and Wilholt" have suggested-that is, while theory informs prac

tice, practice should in tum shed light on theory-building. Nonetheless, 
the authors of these 105 articles do note or explicitly discuss the implica

tions for advancing theoretical knowledge. Without these discussions, the 

4lMatthias Adam, Martin Carrier, and Torsten Wilholt, "How to Serve the Customer and 
Still Be Truthful: Methodological Characteristics of Applied Research," Science and 
Public Policy 33. no. 6 (July 2006): 435-44 
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Tab!e 3 
Type of Research and Type of Authorship Cross-Tabu!ation 

Type ofauthorship Tota1 

Individual Research team Organization 

Theoretical analysis 1,415 23 2 1,440 
Count % within 98 .3% l.6% 0.1% 100.0% 

Type of authorship 的 7。也 46 日% 28.6% 的 2%

Problem-solving-oriented studies 432 16 4 452 
Count % within 95.6明 3.5% 0.9% 100.0% 

Type of authorship 20.1% 32 日% 57.1% 20.5% 

TheOly-building and 137 B 。 145 

Type problem-solving-oriented studies 

of Count % within 94.5% 5.5% 。 0% 100.0% 

research Type of author咱中 6.4吭 16.0% 0.0% 6.6% 

Exemplary cases 53 3 。 56 
Count % within 94.6吭 5.4% 0.0% 100.0% 

Type of authorship 2.5明 6 的也 0.0吭 2.5% 

Research on administration 116 。 117 
hist。可 or reporting of Westem 

theories/experiences 
Count % within 99.1吭

。明治

0.9% lOO.O% 
Type of authorship 5.4% 0.0% 14.3% 5.3% 

Total Count % within 2,153 50 7 2,210 
TYpe of author由Ip 97.4吭 2.3% 。 3% 100.0% 

articles could have been classified as applied research. 

Regarding the type of authorsh中， it is found that individual authors 

tend to write articles that are theory-related, while research teams and 

organizations tend to publish applied research reports, as table 3 shows 

The possibility of solving public problems may itself be an incentive for 

researchers to join teams in orderto achieve the necessary synergy, as pub

lic problems are complex and thus demand various areas of expertise. Con 

ceming funding, as table 4 shows, the distribution of funded or unfunded 

research according to the type of research is 自markably similar, with the 

exception that 24.8 percent of the funded studies are a combination of 
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Table 4 
Type of Research and Funding Cross晶bulation

Funding Total 

Unfunded Funded 

Theoretical analys的 1,289 151 1,440 
Count % within 89.5% 10.5% 100.0% 

00. of ftmded/unfunded articles 58.3% 6.8% 的 2%

Problem-solving-oriented studies 389 63 452 
Count 吭 within 86.1% 13.9'!-也 100.0~名

00. of fundedlunfunded a巾cles 17.6% 2.9% 20.5% 

Theory-building and problem-solving-oriented 109 36 145 
Type studies 

of Count % within 75 .2% 24.8% 100.0% 
research 00. of funded/unfunded articles 4.9% 1.6% 6.6% 

Exempl缸y cases 50 6 56 
Count % within 的 3% 10.7% 100 們也

00. of funðed/unfunded articles 2.3% 0.3% 2.5% 

Research on administration history or reporting 101 16 117 
ofWestem theories/experiences 

Count % within 86.3% 的 7% 100.0% 
00. of fundedlunfunded articles 4.6% 。 7% 5.3% 

Total 
Count % within 1,938 272 2,210 

00. of funded/unfunded articles 87.7~也 12.3，}也 100.0% 

basic and applied research. This, again, might be due to the availability of 

resources or the initial funding screening that helps the researchers add 

value to their studies 

Finally, as mentioned above, 1,440 artic\es can be c\assified as 

theory-related analyses and 145 fall into the combined basic and applied 

research category. In this population, 6 artic\es (0.3 percent of the 

total) adopt an anthropological approach; 62 (2.8 percent), a historical 

approach; 38 (1.7 percent), a mathematical approach; 106 (4.8 percent), 

a 1ega1 briefapproach; 14 (0.6 percent) use empirica1 ana1ys時; 12 (0.5 

percent) emp10y heuristic ana10gy; 94 (4.3 percent) are literature reviews; 

776 (35.1 percent) adopt a descriptive approach; and 474 (21.4 percent) 
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use logical argument, with the last two 阻search approaches comprising 

the bulk (56.5 percent). In comparison, according to Perry and Kraemer,42 

the most popular general research approaches used in PAR articles in 1975-

84 were empirical analysis (1 51 a此時les/52.6 percent), logical argument 

σ5 articlesll9.2 percent), and legal brief(54 articles/18.8 percent) 

Considering that the main approach of American scholars in the 

period 1975-84 was empirical analysis whereas the Chinese PA researchers 

under consideration here are still relying on the descriptive approach, it is 
possible to conclude that the Chinese scholars lag behind their American 

counte中arts by more than two decades. Of course, empirical analysis is 

not and should not be seen as the sole indicator of research sophistication. 

In the early 1980s, a paper on dominant logic, written by the Har、rard man

agement guru C. K. Prahalad was rejected by the Strategic Management 

Journal for the sole reason that it was not an empirical study. Prahalad in

sisted and the editor relented. It was eventually commended as the best 
paper published by the journal in 出e 1980s 的 Indeed， conceptual papers 

are sometimes too valuable to be marginalized, even though in these days, 

many leading joumals are placing a premium on empirical research, with 

empirical papers outnumbering non-empirical papers (by seven to one in 

the case of the Strategic Manαrgement Journal) .44 

Key Findings with Important Implications 

Regarding the method of analy血仇。fthe 1,585 articles classified as 

theory-related analysis (1,440) or combined basic and applied research 

(1 45), 1,296 articles (8 1.8 percent) are non-empirical, while 116 articles 

(7.3 percent) use the case study method, 98 (6 .2 percent) use cross

sectional or correlation analysis, 28 (1.8 percent) use structural equations, 
8 (0.5 percent) longitudinal analys時， and 18 (1.1 percent) controlled field 

42perry and Kraeme丸 "Research Me由odology in thePublicAdministration Review," 235-39 
43Lynn Perry Wooten, Anne Parmigiani, and Nandini Lahiri, "C. K. Prahalad's Passions: 

Reflections on His Scholar1y Joumey as a Researcher, Teacher, and Management Guru," 
Journal ofAlanagement Inquiry 14, no. 2 (June 2005): 16日-75

44See note 36 above 
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Table 5 
Sources ofData and Funding Cross-Tabulation 

Funding Total 

Sources 
of 

data 

Total 

First-hand 
Count% wi血m

llO. of fundedlunfunded articles 

Second-hand 
Count % within 

nO. of funded/unfunded articles 

None ofthe above 
Count % within 

00. of funded/unfunded artic1es 

Count % within 
00. of funded/unfunded artic1es 

Unfunded Funded 

30 11 41 
73.2% 26.8% 100.0% 
1.9% 。 7% 2.6% 

907 99 1 ，0日 6

90.2% 9.8% 100.0% 
57.2% 6.2% 63 .5% 

461 77 538 
85.7% 14.3% 100.0% 
29.1% 4.9% 33 們也

1,398 187 1,585 
88.2% 11.8% 100.0% 

or laboratory analys凹， with 21 (1.3 percent) in the "other" categorτIn 

comparison, 48 percent of Perry and Kraemer's" population were non

empirical, while 27 percent conducted cross-sectional or co叮dation analy

sis and 19 percent used case studies. From these figures, one would find it 

difficult to suggest that Chinese researchers are wel1-prepared for the build

ing of elegant theories when 81.8 percent oftheir research is non-empirical 

While the case study method can yield findings that confirm or disprove 

theories, it has not been popular in the Chinese PA research community 

This may have to do with the fact that data co l1ection in government agen

cies has always been difficu1t, as insiders are unwilling to talk and holders 

of confidential information are unwilling to write about it 

Regarding sources of data, the analysis indicates that only 41 articles 

(2.6 percent) use first-hand data and 1,006 (63.5 percent) use secon社-hand

data, while the rest (33.9 percent) consist primarily of non-empirical re

search. Relating the sources of data to 臼nding (see table 5), while only 

45Perry and K且emer， "Research Methodology in thePublicAdministration Review," 235-39 
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187 artic1es (1 1.8 percent) overall were funded, 26.8 percent ofthe 41 ar
tic1es using first-hand sources were funded , while 9.8 percent ofthe 1,006 

articles using second-hand sources were funded. These statistics provide 
grounds for believing that funding is a m吋or factor in influencing re 

searchers' use of first-hand data for analysis. As such, sufficient research 

funding may be crucial to improving the quality of Chinese PA research 

As many as 1,433 artic1es (90.4 percent) use the qualitative approach 
in their research, only 23 articles (1.5 percent) use the quantitative ap

proach, and 129 (8.1 percent) consist of a blend of the two approaches. 

Among those artic1es employing qualitative methods, 715 articles (49.9 

percent) use the qualitative logic of inqui句， 2 articles (0.1 percent) use 

interviews, 36 (2.5 percent) use participate obse叮ation， 25 (1.7 percent) 

use action research, and 751 (52 .4 percent) use literature review, with 50 
articles in the "other" category. The content analysis indicates that overall, 
Chinese PA researchers have sound logical minds, and they make impres
sive use oflogical analys院 based on propositions derived fr、om 也e (largely 

imported) literature, to draw implications 阻d form hypotheses. However, 
theoretical propositions must be adequately tested against empirical data 
before they can become the building blocks oftheories. The empirical data 

need not be quantitative. For example, the use of elite interviews can shed 

light on the validity ofthe utility maximization proposition of public choice 
theory, while action research can generate data about how tacit knowledge 

is formed and shared and how it influences bureaucratic behavior. Re

searchers need to consider both diversity and variety in research methods 
in their future research 

Key Findings about Applied Research 

As mentioned above, 452 articles (20.5 percent) fall into the applied 
research category, and 145 articl郎 (6.6 percent) can be classified as a com

bination of basic and applied research. These 597 articles constitute the 

population for analysis here. 
We find that the most commonly employed research approach is 

logical analysis (318 a討ic1es/53 .3 percent), while reflection studies are 
included in 115 articles (19.3 percent). It is interesting to note that only 27 
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articles (4.5 percent) deal with theory applicati凹， despite the fact that 
social engineering, which includes PA, supposedly requires the application 

of theory. The content analysis indicates that when researchers use logical 

analys峙， they tend to focus on the logical relationships between 也e causes 
and solutions of problems while making reference to specific theories that 

account for the causal relations between problems and solutions. Theyalso 

tend to overlook the fundamental regularities ofthe formation of policy and 
administrative problems. This is problematic, and it means that many ap

plied research reports provide only na叮owly-focused. superficial solutions, 
rather than wholesale reform measures that remove root causes 

Applied research yields solutions which, when put into practice, may 

be able to generate information about the validity and applicability of the 
theories that inform the practice. Thus, in assessing the quality of applied 

research, we need to ask: Does the study contribute to theoretical knowl
edge? The content analysis ofthe 597 articles reveals that only 142 (23.8 

percent)-with 也e overwhelming m句ority of them falling into the com

bined basic and applied research category-are explicitly concemed with 

enriching theoretical knowledge, while 455 articles (76.2 percent) make no 
attempt to shed light on theoretical understanding. Often, researchers make 

suggestions about changing macro-level factors, for example, laws that 
prescribe the articulation of agency rules and regulations. They also take 

into account how individual govemment officials (micro-level factors) 

might be motivated to sabotage the proposed amendments of these laws 

An understanding ofthe way that factors at various levels interact is crucial 

to developing a complex model of law enforcement in a politicized en
vironment. The wisdom ofthese researchers, however, is unhamessed 

Applied research has the admirable intention of solving a speci日c

problem. Yet, in reality, many public and administrative problems are 
multi-dimensional while others may be just 也e tip of an iceberg. Thus, 

whether or not a study focuses on one specific problem is a prime concem 
in app1ied research. The content analysis indicates 也at 335 articles (56.1 

percent) do have such a focus, while 262 (43.9 percent) do not. One prob
lem is that some Chinese PA scholars 甘Y to address too many problems 

simultaneous紗" such as administrative capacity building and govemance 
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at the local government level (without specitying the locality or region) 

Another problem is that some scholars confuse organizationallevels, such 

as those that examine the performance management of an agency and the 

performance assessment and reinforcement of individual government 0ι 
ficials. Due at!ention to these problems will help raise the overall quality 

of applied research 
Related to the above is the issue of effectiveness. In applied research, 

some researchers may fail to devise the necessary remedies in a rational 
way. High quality applied research needs to have the potential to solve the 

targeted problem. The content analysis indicates that whereas 271 缸ticles

(45 .4 percent) have such potenti訓， the majority (326 a此時les/54.6 percent) 

do not. It should be noted 仕om the analysis that it is rather common for 

Chinese PA scholars to provide prescriptions based on certain successful 

experiences without paying due at!ention to the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the success of those experiences. Researchers need to 
recognize the dífficulties involved in the 甘'ansfer of innovation or exem
plary practices 

The timeliness of applied research is of significance for obvious 
reasons. In the study, the general analysis reveals that 453 articles (75.9 

percent) may be considered timely. In-depth analysis, focusing on the 

SOClOeconom時， political , and administrative developments in the period 
in question and their relationship to problem identification and solution 

formulation , indicates that some ofthese applied research reports were 

published within just one year of the central leadership expressing its 
concern about the problems they dealt with. Being too ready to respond 

to the leadership's agenda could be more of a curse than a blessing. After 

all, if researchers are overly inclined to focus on what the leadership is 
concemed about, they might overlook many real and potential problems 

that have a more salient impact on society. 

Applied research needs to generate not only promising but also prac

tical solutions. So the operationality of a proposed solution is important. 
The analysis indicates that only 19.9 percent (119 articles) ofthe applied 

research articles provide solutions that could be put into operation, while 
the rest (478 articles/80.1 percent) do not. It is interesting that according 
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to the analys凹， many authors consider the solution to lie in implementing 

new policy principles. For example, one study suggests that the faithful 

implementation of the person-centered principle could solve the problem 

oflack of motivation among civil servan個“ This kind of solution is hardly 

operational. 

In the age of reductionism, specific problems call for specific solu

tions derived from the application of specific theories (also within specific 

fields of study). The proposed solutions then yield evidence that may in 

tum enrich these theories. Transdisciplinary studies, however, demand 

cross-fertilization. Thus, in these days, to assess the value of applied re

search, one needs to ask: Is the study relevant to issues in other areas7 The 

analysis indicates that only 17.8 percent of the studies (106 articles) have 

such relevance while the remaining 82.2 percent (491 articles) do not 

These figures point to a problem of conceptual narrowness in the field of 

PA in China, in that researchers focus on the issues on hand without con

sidering the complex relationships among issues and the effects of those 

relationships on the solving of specific problems. One question of great 

practical significance is how to encourage researchers to adopt a holistic 

approach 

Problems in society are often context-specific, in that particular 

forces within a particular milieu shape and reshape the essence of speci日c

problems even when the problems are widespread. Good quality applied 

research generates not only solutions that are valid in a specific context but 

also the logical inquiry necessary to understand the na帕間， causes, and 

consequences of the problems on hand, as well as the reasoning necess缸y

to select and apply theories that can inforrn problem-solving. Such logical 

inquiry and reasoning is as valuable as the forrnulation of specific solu

t10帥， as although it 扭扭cit， it is the essence of professional knowledge. 

Thus, in this study the question is asked: Does the research help the prac

titioner(s) reflect on their current thinking in coping with the problem under 

46Cheng Zhen, "Improvin皂白e Incentive Mechanism for Civil Servants," Gansu xingzheng 
XU缺少uan xuebao (Journal ofthe Gansu Administrative Institute) (Lanzhou), no. 3 (20日 4)
24-26 
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inquiry? The analysis indicates that 54.1 percent ofthe articles (323) have 

such a merit while the remaining 45.9 percent (274 articles) do not. These 

figures indicate that Chinese PA researchers are, as mentioned above, 
skilled in logical analysis , and can therefore express the mode of thinking 

and specific pattern of reasoning in 前ticulating solutions. This may be 

connected with the fact, as noted by BO,47 that many Chinese PA scholars 

were trained in philosophy or legal studies befo阻 entering the field ofPA 

Related to this is another important question: Does the study help the 

practitioner( s) critically examine the current measures used to solve the 

problem under examination? Solutions suggested by applied research are 

always in competition with each other for a place on the policymakers' re

form agenda. Some fail to make it for reasons other than quali句 Indeed，

quality research, for various reasons, may not exert an impact for years 

after it is produced “ The present value that applied research can add to the 

enterprise of public problem-solving therefore depends 帥， among other 

things, the subtle influence it exerts on users. The way it helps practitioners 

to assess critically 也e usage of current measures is part of this present 

value, particularly when this critical assessment may eventually trigger 

drastic refonn. This study finds that only 37.2 percent ofthe articles (222) 

have such a potential value while the remaining 62.8 percent (375) do not. 
In-depth analysis indicates that most of these applied research reports are 

not explicitly critical in the way they examine the reasoning employed 

by practitioners in coping with specific problems, or in highlighting the 

臼ndamental pitfalls of the problem-solving measures already in place 

Thus, the research reports do not provide practitioners with a basis from 

which to critically reflect and assess. This problem may stem 企oma deep

felt reluctance on the pa此 of Chinese PA authors to be critical or from a 

wish among journal editors to avoid confrontation. This tendency does not 

serve the interests of practitioners or those of the public at la屯e.

47See note l5 above 
48See note 28 above 
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Concluding Remarks 

The empirical findings repo此ed above form the basis for drawing two 

principal conclusions: that theory-building and knowledge advancement in 

PA in China are rather problemat凹， but that many valuable applied research 

studies have been published in the five PA journals, despite a number of 

defects and shortcomings. In the ma凹， of course, Chinese PA research has 

serious problems that need to be resolved. More importantly, the empirical 

findings of this study support CUITent scholarly critiques of Chinese PA 

research, suggesting that 也e Chinese PA community lacks the capa且可 to

use sophisticated methodology to develop indigenous theories to account 

for and inform PA practice 

As a result of this insufficient capacity, imported innovations and 

practices cannot be modified to produce desirable effects. For examp泊，

Worthley and Tsao49 have reported that China is in the process of rein

venting 血 government. Rigorous analyses by Chow50 and Lam and Chan,51 

however, have highlighted that reforms in China have built on and reflect 

the substance and processes of Chinese politics and governance, and thus 

the reforms may look similar to those in the West but they are different in 

nature and essence. Chan and Chow have shown that Chinese government 

reinvention is indeed more of a mirage than a reality.52 For instance, their 

analysis of the new public management (NPM) reform in China indicates 

that there is little substance to the privatization and downsizing that have 

taken place there. Privatization is considered by Worthley and Tsao53 as an 

indicator ofNPM reform, but they find that private sector investors are only 

49John A. Worthley and King K. Tsao, "Reinventing Government in China: A Comparative 
Analysis," Administration and Society 訓， no. 5 (November 1999): 571-87. 

50King "\院 Chow， "Refo口n of the Chinese Ca吐re System: Pitfalls, Issues, and Implicati個sof
the Proposed Civil Service System," lnternational Review 01 Administrative Sc間C的 57，
no. 1 (M叮ch 1991): 25-44 

51Tao C. Lam and Hon S. Chan, "China's New Civil Service: What the Emperor 15 Wearing 
and 、Nhy，" Public Administration Review 56, no. 3 。但，y/June 1996): 479-85 

S2Chan and Chow, "Pubic Management and Policy," 479-98 
53See note 49 above 
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nominal shareholders of privatized state-owned enterpris間， and many of 

them are in fact former state cadres who have been handed generous share

hol仕ings in the ne、.vly "privatized" finns. In other cases, outright coπup

tion led to the transfer of ownership to former state cadres or the trustees 

of cadres still in power. All these, in theory, are inevitable. After all, the 

so-called Western theories, as Lijphart underscored in 1977, are merely an 

analytic summation of Anglo-American parochial experiences and hence 

not universallyapplicable.54 As such, application without modification is 

bound to invite trouble and lead to malfunctioning of the bureaucracy. 

There are examples of the adaptation of Western theory in modern 

Chinese history, however. Lenin's success in establishing a revolutionary 

state in 1917 triggered some Chinese 間volutionari間， such as Mao Zedong 

and Zhou Enlai (周恩來)， to place emphasis on the power ofthe proletariat 

to 甘ansform China. The CCP was formed in 1921 in order to organize the 

proletariat to build a new nation-state on the Marxist-Leninist model. Sup

port for the CCP was minimal, particularly after it was suppressed by the 

Nationalist regime in April 1927, and its membership was reduced 仕om

about sixty thousand to ten thousand. Mao had conducted enough field re

search in the 1920s to conclude that the revolution in China would have 

to be a poor people's revolution rather than one that relied simply on the 

proletariat. He therefo時 advocated a rural-based revolutionary strategy, 
establishing bases in rural areas and recruiting poor peasants to serve in the 

'R.ed Army. This strategy enabled the CCP to establish military bases and 

develop further. While political monism and the monopolization of ad

illmlS甘ative power were observed in areas under the CCP's jurisdicti凹， the 

Party was able to flourish and eventually build up the capacity to defeat its 

opponents and establish a new republic. Mao's approach was based on re

search that gave him a realistic understanding ofthe fundamental causes of 

various problems in China in the early twentieth century. He did not simply 

import Marxist-Leninist theory. He refined it accor吐ing to field research 

54Arend Lijphart, Demo臼'acy in Plural Societies: A Comparative Exploration (New Haven, 
Conn.; Yale University Press, 1977) 
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findings and further refined it as he put it into practice. By doing this, he 

developed a powerful China-speci日c theory of revolution and the CCP 

under his leadership was successful 

In short, PA theories are indeed indispensable in the process of de

veloping China and its governance, and so scholars need to work out 

strategies to speed up the advancement of PA knowledge and the de

velopment of China-specific theories. What is essential to the effective 

development of the state is not the simple importation of theories and 

practic間， but the process of modification that tailors them to a particular 

context. What PA scholarsh中 in China should be doing today is adapting 

theories in accordance with field research and continuously refining these 

adapted theories. What works in China is not "good governance" as prac

ticed in developed countries but a modified version-what Merilee Grindle 

of Harvard Universi大y has called "good enough governance."55 Likewise, 
privatization as a policy instrument only works in the West because it is 

accompanied by constitutional democracy, valid and reliable asset quanti

fication, and the e旺'ective enforcement of contract law. In the absence of 

these, privatization can 間sult in the loss of state assets due to embezzle

ment and co叮uption， as in the case of China.56 

While this process of adaptation and refinement of theories is neces

sary in China, the question is: Are Chinese scholars actually trying to 益。

this, and if so, do they have the capacity and inclination to make a success 

of it? The findings of our empirical study, as reported above, suggest that 

the answer is no. This is unfortunate for a number of reasons. Recent 

studies have shown that many government officials in, for example, Shang

hai have accepted the reform notion of instrumental rationality imported 

from the West me時ly because government performance is vital for sus

taining economic development during which insider information can be 

legally (though unethically) used by them to generate millions of dollars 

55Merilee S. Grindle, "Good Enough Governance: Poverty Reduction and Reform in De 
veloping Countries," Governance 17, nO. 4 (October 2004): 525-48 

56Chow and Luo, "Rationalizing Public Organizations," 69-91 
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worth of profits from such activities as investment in the property and 

equity markets. Furthermore, govemment officials 甘Y to achieve high 
standards of performance so that they can hold onto their jobs (or even get 

promoted), thereby ensuring that they can continue to receive material 
benefits accruing to members ofthe elite.S7 In short, they have already been 

transformed from the vanguard of the proletariat into hybrids who use a 
different frame ofreference-a composite ofins甘umental rationali句.， uti1i

tarianism, and individualism-to decide what they should do, now and in 
出e future. If these officials are no longer protectors of the public interest 
and if government agencies-individual officials in aggregate-fa i1 to 

adhere to public values, popular disobedience and uprisings could result 
Chinese PA theories are needed to change current govemment practices in 

order to avoid popular uprisings on a massive scale or even revoluti帥， but 

Chinese PA researchers' inability to address the issues of theory-building 
and problem-solving is a critical factor that reinforces the malfunctioning 
of the bureaucracy 

57Chan and Chow, "Public Management and Policy," 479-98 
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Appendix 1 

Codebook for Analyzing Chine洛e PA Articles 

A. Common Data 

Al:τït1e ofthe journal 

A2: Year 

A3: Volume number 

A4: Issue number 

A5: Title of the article 

A6: Type of authorship 

1. Individual 

2. Research team 

3. Organization 

A7: Numberofauthors 

A8: Name of author(s) 

A9: Name ofresearch team!organization 

AI0: Name ofinstitution ofthe sole author 

All: Gender ofthe sole author 

1. Male 

2. Female 

3. Unknown 

A12: Degree held by the sole author 

1. Doctorate 

2. Doctoral student 

3. None ofthe above 

4. Unknown 

A13: Pro島海ssional status ofthe sole au由or

1. Govemment employee 

2. Educational professional 

3. Researcher 

4. Full-time student 

5.0ther 

6. Unknown 

A14: Job title ofthe sole author 

234 

1. Professor 

2. Associate professor 

3. Lecturer 

4. Researcher 

5. Associate researcher 

6.0ther 

7. Unknown 

A15: Institution name ofthe first author 

A16: Gender ofthe first author 

1. Male 

2. Female 

3. Unknown 

A17: Degree held by the first author 

1. Doctorate 

2. Doctoral student 

3. None ofthe above 

4. Unknown 

A18: Professional status ofthe first au由or

1. Government employee 

2. Educational professional 

3. Re浴earcher

4. Full-time student 

5.0ther 

6. Unknown 

A19: Job title ofthe first author 

1. Professor 

2. Associate professor 

3. Lecturer 

4.Re治earcher

5. Associate researcher 

6.0ther 

7. Unknown 

A20: Institution name of the second author 

A21: Gender ofthe second author 

1. Male 

2. Female 

3. Unknown 

A22: Degree held by由e second author 

1. Doctorate 

2. Doctoral student 

3. None ofthe above 

4. Unkoown 

A23: Professional status ofthe second 

author 

1. Gove可nment employee 
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Appendix 1 (Continued) 

2. Educational professional 

3. Researcher 

4. Full-time student 

5.0ther 

6. Unknown 

A24: Job title ofthe second author 

1. Professor 

2. Associate professor 

3. Lecturer 

4. Researcher 

5. Associate researcher 

6.0ther 

7. Unknown 

A25: Institution name ofthe third author 

A26: Gender of t扭曲ird author 

1. Male 

2. Female 

3. Unknown 

A27: Degree heId by the third au由or

1. Doctorate 

2. Doctoral student 

3. None ofthe above 

4. Unknown 

A28: Professional status ofthe third author 

1. Govemment employee 

2. Educational professional 

3. Researcher 

4. Full-time student 

5.0ther 

6. Unknown 

A29: Job tit1e ofthe由k吐 author

1. Pro品essor

2. Associate professor 

3. Lecturer 

4. Researcher 

5. Associate researcher 

6.0ther 

7. Unknown 

A30: Funding 

1. Unfunded (go to A32) 

2. Funded 

A31: Source offunding 

1. State Council minist可， commlSS lOn, 

or bureau 

2. Provincial 

3. Municipal 

4. Enterprise 

5. Foundation 

6. Association 

7.0ther 

A32: Theme ofthe artic1e for comparing with 

且4Rin 由e 1980s 

1. Administrative the。可

2. Public management 

3. Citizen pa此icipation

4. Public policy 

5. Planning 

6. Accountabili月F

7. Personne1 
8. Finance 

9. Intergovemmental relations 

10. Urban and 肥且ional govemment 

11. State/provincial govemment 

12. FederaVcent阻19ovemment

13.0ther 

A33: Theme ofthe artic1e for comparing with 

且4R in 20日4

1. Public managementlmanagement 

2. Comparative/international 

3. PARlSpecial reports 

4. GovemmentJdemocracy/legal 

5. Per品nnance management 

6. Reflective practitioner 

7. CitizenJpublic participation 

8. Public policy 

9. Budgeting 

10. Human 間source management 

11. Privatization 
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Appendix 1 (Continued) 

12. Representative bureaucracy/race/ 

gender 

13. Accountability 

14. Local government 

15. Big questions 

16. Bureaucracy 

17. Reinventing govemment 

18. PA theory 

19. Research methodology 

20. Environmental policy 

21. Pederal govemment 

22. Nonprofit management 

23. Technology/e-govemment 

24. Homeland security/terrorism 

25. Organizational theory 

26. Public service 

27. Ethics 

28. PA as an academic field 

29. Public and private sectors 

30. Leadership 

31.0ther 

A34: Theme ofthe article for comparing 

Wl出 He Yanling's* 

1. Administrative 0屯anization and 

functions 
2. Administrative decision-making 

3. Public po1icy 

4. Public budgeting 

5. Civil service system and human 

resources 
6. Perfonnance a田C自ment

(administrative efficiency) 

7. (Specific) Administrative reform 

8. Intergovemmental relations 

9. Administrative philosophy and 

ethics 

10. NGOs 

11. Development ofPA as a field of 

study 

12. Research methods 

13. Administrative law 

14. Anti-corruption 

15.0ther 

A35: Scope ofanalysis 

1. Mainland China 

2. Other countries and Special 

Administrative Regions of China 

3. Cross-countries analysis 

4. No specific country focus 

A36: The country being focused on 一一一一一一

A37: Type of自search

1. Theory-related analysis (only B) 

2. Problem-solving-oriented studies 

(only c) 
3. Theory-building and problem-

solving-oriented studies (B & c) 
4. Exemplary cases 

5. Reporting ofhistory of 

administration or Westem 

theories/experiences 

B. Basic Research 

Bl: Research methodology 

1. Recollected experience 

anthropological 

2. Recollected experience: historical 

3. Recollected experience: descriptive 

4. Deductive reasoning: mathematical 

*He Yanling, "Problems and Methods: Asses冶ment of Chinese Public Administration Re
search (1 995-2005)," Zhengzhixue yanjiu (CASS Joumal of Political Science) (Beijing), 
2007, no. 1:93-104 
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Appendix 1 (Continued) 

5. Deductive reasoning: logical 6. Simulation 

argument 7. Forecasting 

6. Deductive reasoning: legal brief 8. Meta-analysis 

7. Empirical analysis (i回uctive) 9. Secondary data 

8. Heuristic analogy such as 10. Content analysis 

simulation 11. Q Sort 

9. Literature review 12.0ther 

10.0ther B7: Is it a critical approach? 

B2: Method of analys的 1. Yes 

1. Non-empirical analysis 2.No 

2. Case study 

3. Cross-sectional, correlation C. Applied Research 

analysis C1. Research approach used 

4. Structural equations 1. Strategic research 

5. Longitudînal analysis 2. Ref1ection study 

6. Controlled field or laboratory 3. Constructivist study 
analysis 4. Logical analysis 

7.0ther 5. Action 問search

B3: Sources of data 6. Practice-based research/ 

1. First-hand performance as research 

2. Second-hand 7. Theory application 

3. None ofthe above 8. Method impo巾tion

B4: Research approach used 9.0ther 

1. Qualitativc 叩開叫ch C2: Does the study contribute to theoretical 

2. Quantitative approach knowledge? 

3. In combination 1. Yes 

B5: Qualitative methods used 2.No 

1. Qualitative logic of inquiry C3: Is the study promising in solving the 

2. Interviews targeted problem。

3. Partjcipation observation 1. Yes 

4. Action research 2. No 

5. Literature review C4: Is the study tìmely? 

6.0ther 1. Yes 

B6: Quantitative methods used 2.No 

1. Survey research C5: Is the proposed solution(s) operational? 

2. Experimental design 1. Yes 

3 日tahstics 2. No 

4. Mathematical modeling C6: Is the study relevant to issues in other 

5. Economiclfinancial analysis areas? 
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Appendix 1 (Continued) 

1. Yes 1. .Yes 
2~ 2~ 

C7: 15 也e study accessible to users? C9: Does the s仙dy he1p the practitioner(s) 
1. Yes criticallyexamine 由elr current meas-
2. No ures used to solve the respective prob. 

C8: Does the s旭dy help the practitione呵s) lem? 
reflect on their current thinking in cop- 1. Yes 
ing with the respective problem? 2. No 
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